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COMMERCIAL BANKING

At Highland Bank, our experienced bankers are here to get to know you and your business 
to identify and fulfill your financial needs.

Corey remembers when Blaine was an expanse of sod farms and muses at how much has changed. There is a comfort knowing 

someone who has always been there in the community, playing sports, raising his own family, working to support business 

owners through their own changes and helping them succeed in the town where he grew up. Corey is that guy.

Corey channels his natural ability to develop relationships with people to guide and support strategies to reach their goals. 

After obtaining a degree in Economics from St Olaf College, he built his career in the banking industry, first on the consumer 

banking side, where he gained a deep understanding of the banking services, before progressing into branch management 

to his current role in Commercial Banking.

Corey understands the value of full banking relationships, and views his work with clients as an “extension of their business”. 

His collaborative approach allows him to bring solutions to the table that are tailored to meet their objectives. What makes Corey 

different is his deep understanding of his roots, and his ability to establish connections. Not only does Corey work tirelessly to 

understand his clients, he understands the tools that are available to help make a difference in their operations.

Corey and his wife are raising two teens in the north metro. A past NCAA athlete himself, he enjoys hockey, and spends his 

summers on the water, on the golf course, or biking the many beautiful trails that surround his home.

corey.piekarski@highland.bank | p: 952-858-4699
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